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The physical properties of thin magnetic films of 3d
transition metals and multilayer structures consisting
of alternating submicron�thick magnetic and non�
magnetic layers are still among the most interesting
objects for investigation in the physics of magnetic
phenomena. The interest in these investigations is
related, in particular, to the wide use of these systems
in numerous devices of modern micro� and nanoelec�
tronics based on the discovery of phenomena such as
colossal magnetoresistance [1], antiferromagnetic
exchange coupling between magnetic layers via non�
magnetic spacers [2], and oscillating exchange cou�
pling between ferromagnetic layers (Fe, Co) via non�
magnetic metal (Cu, Ag, Au, Mo, Ta, etc.) spacers [3,
4]. Quantitative evaluation of the oscillating exchange
coupling between magnetic layers in thin�film systems
as dependent on the thickness of a nonmagnetic metal
interlayer is usually based on the Ruderman–Kittel–
Kasuya–Yosida mechanism (RKKY interaction) and
takes into account the quantum�confinement effects
[5, 6], which are manifested by changes in the electron
structure of ultrathin magnetic layers (the appearance
of so�called quantum�well states) as compared to that
of volume materials.

Despite considerable progress in investigation of
the aforementioned materials, the physics of exchange
interactions in thin�film magnetic structures with
semiconductor spacers is far from complete under�
standing of the observed phenomena. The most inter�
esting experimental investigations of the structural and
magnetic properties have been reported for Fe/Si
[7⎯11] and Co/Si [10–19] thin�film systems. Analysis
of the available data showed that the antiferromagnetic
exchange between iron layers in Fe/Si/Fe systems was
observed for silicon layer thicknesses within 1.4–1.7

and 1.4–2.2 nm (see, e.g., [20, 21]). However, data on
the exchange interaction between magnetic layers via
nonmagnetic spacers in Co/Si/Co thin�film systems
are rather contradictory. At the same time, it is known
that magnetic transition metals (Fe, Co) are widely
used in multilayer structures possessing colossal mag�
netoresistance, while silicon is a base element for
modern micro� and nanoelectronics. Thus, the study
of magnetic properties of systems consisting of mag�
netic metal layers with Si spacers is of special impor�
tance.

This Letter presents the results of an investigation
of the properties of Co/Si/Co thin�film systems. In
order to provide deeper insight into the behavior of
Co/Si/Co trilayers in a magnetic field, we have thor�
oughly studied the influence of the thickness of silicon
interlayer on these magnetic characteristics of sam�
ples.

The experiments were performed with Co/Si/Co
three�layer structures grown by sequential magnetron
sputter deposition of Co and Si layers onto glass sub�
strates at room temperature. The samples were pre�
pared in a vacuum chamber with a residual pressure of
3.8 × 10–7 mbar. The working gas (argon) pressure dur�
ing sputtering was on the order of 3.8 × 10–3 mbar. The
thickness of cobalt layers in all samples was tCo = 5 nm.
The thickness of the silicon interlayer was varied
within tSi = 0.2–3.2 nm.

The structure of thin�film systems was studied by
X�ray diffraction (XRD) using CuK

α
 radiation. The

presence of periodic structures with clear interfaces
between layers was confirmed by data of small�angle
X�ray scattering (SAXS). The thicknesses of individual
layers were determined by the deposition rate and time
and checked by the SAXS data. The surface morphol�
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ogy of samples was studied by atomic force micros�
copy (AFM).

The magnetic characteristics of Co/Si/Co trilayers
were determined on a magnetooptical magnetometer
[22] using the equatorial Kerr effect. The hysteresis
loops were measured for two orientations of external
magnetic field H in the plane of the structure, whereby
the field was either parallel (D1 direction) or perpen�
dicular (D2 direction) to the direction of the field
(Hsub = 250 Oe) that was applied (parallel to the sub�
strate surface) during the deposition of films. All mea�
surements were performed in air at room temperature.

The results of XRD measurements showed that
cobalt layers in the samples studied have a nanocrys�
talline structure with grain dimensions (calculated by
the Scherrer method) on the order of layer thickness.
Figure 1 shows characteristic results of the AFM
examination of Co/Si/Co trilayers. Analysis of these
data using a special program (developed for the partic�
ular instrument employed in this work) showed that
the sample surface roughness is on the order of Ra =
0.4–0.6 nm, where Ra is independent of the thickness
of a silicon layer. This experimental fact indicates that,
as the silicon interlayer thickness is varied, the surface
quality of samples must not influence their behavior in
the magnetic field.

Figure 2 shows typical hysteresis loops observed in
a magnetic field applied parallel to the D1 or D2 direc�
tions. Results of these measurements were used to
study saturation field HS of Co/Si/Co trilayers as a
function of silicon�layer thickness tSi (see Fig. 3).

Analysis of the results of magnetic measurements
showed that hysteresis loops measured in magnetic
fields applied in the D1 and D2 directions are signifi�
cantly different (Fig. 2), which is indicative of the
existence of induced planar magnetic anisotropy.
According to the existing model [23], this anisotropy is

induced by field Hsub that was applied during the dep�
osition of thin�film systems. At present, the main
mechanism responsible for the appearance of induced
magnetic anisotropy is commonly considered to be
related to a pairwise ordering of atoms [23]. In the case
of D2 direction, the hysteresis loops are inclined and
characterized by rather low values of the coercive field
and remanent magnetization. This behavior of mag�
netic trilayers is observed for their magnetization
reversal along the hard axis, which takes place pre�
dominantly due to rotation of the magnetization vec�
tor. The shape of hysteresis loops measured in the
magnetic field applied in the D1 direction (i.e., paral�
lel to the easy axis) depends on the silicon layer thick�
ness. In particular, it was found that the samples with
tSi < 1.6 nm exhibited almost rectangular loops (see
Fig. 2a), while the samples with tSi > 1.6 nm exhibited
two�step loops (Fig. 2b). Saturation field (HS) of
Co/Si/Co trilayers also depends on the silicon�layer
thickness and, as can be seen from Fig. 3, HS oscillates
with increasing tSi.
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Fig. 1. Typical AFM images of (a) Co/0.2 nm Si/Co and
(b) Co/3 nm/Si/Co trilayers.
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis loops observed for Co/Si/Co trilayers
with tSi = 1.2 nm (a) and 2.2 nm (b) in a magnetic field par�
allel to the D1 or D2 direction.
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The obtained data can be explained as follows. As
commonly represented (see, e.g., [4]), all samples
with a rectangular hysteresis loop have parallel orien�
tation of magnetization in adjacent metal layers. The
magnetization reversal in these systems is analogous to
the process in single�layer thin�film samples and can
proceed, e.g., via irreversible growth of the remagneti�
zation nuclei. The variation of HS with increasing
thickness of the silicon interlayer can be explained
based on the following facts. As is known [9], the
entire interlayer in the case of very small tSi consists of
cobalt silicide. As tSi increases, an additional layer of
silicon appears near the cobalt�silicide layer at Co/Si
interfaces, which leads to an initial increase in HS. In
addition, the behavior of trilayers in magnetic fields is
influenced by stray fields created by cobalt layers,
which decrease the effective applied magnetic field
acting on the sample. However, the further increase in
the silicon�spacer thickness decreases the magneto�
static interaction between cobalt layers. Thus, the
aforementioned features of the Co/Si/Co system
determine the observed behavior of HS(tSi) for tSi <
1.6 nm.

According to our recent experimental data [4, 24]
and results of model calculations [25], the two�step
hysteresis loops observed for 1.6 nm < tSi < 3.2 nm are
indicative of the antiparallel orientation of magnetiza�
tion in cobalt layers and, hence of the antiferromag�
netic exchange between ferromagnetic layers via the
silicon spacer. By analogy with the case of Fe/Mo and
Ta/Fe thin�film systems [4, 24], the observed HS(tSi)
dependence can be explained by variation of the con�
stant JAF of antiferromagnetic exchange between
cobalt layers with increasing tSi. Estimation of the

maximum value of this parameter  from the well�

known formula JAF ≈ HSMStCo/4 gives  ≈

0.016 erg/cm2, which is almost tenfold smaller than
the values observed in Fe/Si thin�film structures [21].
As for the mechanism of exchange coupling between
magnetic layers in the presence of a semiconductor
spacer, it differs from the case of a metallic interlayer.
According to the existing notions [20, 21], a possible
mechanism of this exchange in Fe,Co/Si/Fe,Co thin�
film systems is related to the tunneling of polarized
electrons via localized defect states which are always
present in the semiconductor layer.

In conclusion, we have studied the magnetic prop�
erties of Co/Si/Co thin�film structures. It is estab�
lished that the shape of hysteresis loops of these trilay�
ers depends on thickness tSi of the silicon interlayer.
Two�step hysteresis loops, which have been observed
for 1.6 nm < tSi < 3.2 nm, are explained by the antifer�
romagnetic exchange coupling between cobalt layers
via the semiconductor silicon spacer and the oscilla�
tory character of this interaction. The obtained exper�
imental data should be taken into account in develop�

JAF
max

JAF
max

ing nanostructural layered magnetic materials for
modern microelectronic devices.
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Fig. 3. Plots of saturation field HS vs. silicon�spacer thick�
ness tSi for Co/Si/Co thin�film system.
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